A concrete category .Z' is a CCT (Cartesian closed topological) extension of the category Unif of uniform spaces if 1. X is Cartesian closed, 2. Unif is a full, finitely productive subcategory of X and the forgetful functor of X extends that of Unif and 3. X has initial structures. We describe the smallest CCT extension of Unif which is called the CCT hull by H. Herrlich and L.D. Nel. The objects of the CCT hull are bornological uniform spaces, i.e. uniform spaces endowed with a collection of "bounded" sets related naturally to the uniformity; the morphisms are the uniformly continuous maps which preserve the bounded sets.
Introduction
The Cartesian closed. The least Cartesian closed top-category extending a given concrete category 7" is called the CCT hull of X by H. Herrlich and L.D. Nel [S] . The CCT hull of the category Top has been investigated by Ph. Antoine [3] , and was concretely described by G. Bourdaud [5] ; see also A. Machado [Ill. The aim of the present paper is to describe the CCT hull of the category Unif of uniform spaces. This is the category of so called bornological uniform spaces. These are uniform spaces endowed with a bornology, naturally related to the uniformity; the morphisms are uniformly continuous maps which preserve bounded sets. The horn-object Hom(A, B) of two uniform spaces A, B is their function space with the uniformity of uniform convergence and the bornology of all equicontinuous sets. We also describe the CCT hull of the category of metric spaces and uniformly continuous maps.
1. Preliminaries 1.1. By a concrete category we understand a category Yt equipped with a forgetful functor U : X+ Set which is faithful and transportable (i.e. for each object A of Yt, and each bijection f: UA + X, X a set, there is a unique object B of YC for which an isomorphism 7: A + B exists with f= UT). The objects A of a concrete category are written as pairs A = (X, a) where X is the underlying set (i.e. X = UA) and LY is a "structure".
The morphisms f: (X, o) + ( Y, p) of 7C are described by the same symbols as the underlying maps f:X + Y. Using this convention, we need not employ the symbol U explicitly. Moreover, we use harmless conventions like writing XL ( Y, p) for a pair consisting of a map f: X + Y and an object ( Y, p), or, saying that a map f: (X, (u)+ (Y, /3) is a morphism (which means that f: X + Y is a morphism from (X, a) to (Y, p)).
A top-category is a concrete category 3" whicfh is
(a) initially complete, i.e., for each source {XL ( Yi, Pi)}ier (where Z is a set, or a class) in YC there exists an initial structure LY on X, which means that each f; : (X, a) + ( Yi, pi) is a morphism and given an object (T, 6) and a map h : T + X, thenh:(T,S)--,(X,~)isamorphismiffeachJ;.h:(T,6)~(Yi,p,)isamor~hism, iEZ;
(b) well-jibred, i.e., for each set X the collection of all objects A with UA = X is a set and, moreover, it is a singleton set whenever card X s 1. The latter expresses the fact that a constant map is always a morphism and that there is just one void object. (iii) Let (X, a) be an object of a top-category. For each set Y c X we denote by a/ Y the induced structure on Y, i.e., the initial structure of the singleton source of the inclusion map {YL (X9 a)). Given a collection d of subsets of X, we call a structure CY' the &jinal modijcation of cy provided that a' is final with respect to the following sink of inclusion maps: Then P E 93 impliesA(g( P)) E tii( i E I), and hence, g(P) E &. Also, every f;. g is uniformly continuous on every P E 24 and thus, g is uniformly continuous on P with respect to the initial uniformity on X defined by the source {f;:X+ (X,, (Y,); i E I}. Since we know that g(P) E 4, it follows that g is uniformly continuous on P with respect to the uniformity (Y on X. As ( Y, /3) is ?&final, we conclude that g is uniformly continuous on all of (Y, /3). Thus g: (Y, p, 33) +(X, (Y, a) is a morphism of BUnif.
2. Finiteproducts. The product (X, a, a) x ( Y, p, 93) of two bornological uniform spaces has the underlying set X x Y, its bornology (e consists precisely of all subsets of products P X Q (P E &, Q E 93) and its uniformity is the %-final modification of the product uniformity (X, (Y) x ( Y, /3). This follows from the preceding description of initial structures.
3. Horn-objects. (A) First, we shall verify that the horn-objects, as described in Remark (i), are bornological uniform spaces, i.e., that Y is u-closed. Let M c hom( B, C) be a set such that for every pseudometric s E c and every e > 0 there exists an equibounded and equicontinuous set fi c hom(B, C) with s(f; A?) < E for all f E M. Then we shall prove that M is equibounded and equicontinuous.
Let QE 9% For every pseudometric c E y with c < 1, consider the.pseudometric s E u defined by
Given F > 0, we have an equibounded and equicontinuous set 6l such that s(f; fi) < E for fE M. Then for each f~ M there exists glE 16 with c(f(x), gf(x)) < e for all x E Q. Hence, c(f(x), gr(Q)) < E for all x E Q. Thus, c(f(x), 0) < E for all x E Q and f E M, where Q = lJraM g,-(Q). As I'? is equibounded, we have Q E %? and therefore, {f(x);f~ M, XE Q}E % by the y-closedness of %. Hence, M is equibounded.
Further, since G is equicontinuous, the pseudometric
belongs to p. For x, y E Q and f~ M we have
It follows that c,(x, y) = supftM c(f(x),f(Y)) < CR(X, y)+2a for x, y E Q. Since neither c,(x, y) nor c~(x, y) depends on E, we have c,(x, Y) s c~(x, y) for x, y E Q. Hence, cM is uniformly continuous on Q. Since p is B-final, this implies cM E /3, i.e., M is equicontinuous. First, let f: A x B + C be a morphism. Then for arbitrary P E d and for every Q E 9 we have f( P x Q) E %f. Hence, lJ,,p j(p)(Q) =f(p x Q) E %, i.e., j(p) is equibounded.
Also by Remark (ii) above, the uniform continuity off: P X Q+ C 1 ,. implies the equicontinuity off(P) on Q. Since p is B-final, f(P) is equicontinuous. Hence, f: A + Hom( B, C) preserves bounded sets. Further, the uniform continuity off: P X Q + C for all Q E 3 implies the uniform continuity of f: P + hom( B, C) with respect to the uniformity of uniform convergence on bounded sets on hom( B, C), and therefore with respect to a, because p(P) E 9. Hence, f: A+ Hom(B, C) is a morphism.
Second, let j: A + Hom( B, C) be a morphism. Then for every P E d, the set p( P) is equibounded, i.e., f( P x Q) = UPC IXf( p)( Q) E % for all Q E 3, and hence, f preserves bounded sets. Also, f(P) is equicontinuous and f: P-2 hom( B, C) is uniformly continuous with respect to the uniformity of uniform convergence on bounded sets on hom( B, C) and thus, f: P x Q + C is uniformly continuous.
Hence, f: A x B + C is a morphism. The proof is finished. Thus, we get a one-to-one map e : X + hom(A*, I).
We shall prove that e is an isomorphism of A onto the subspace of Hom(A*, I) whose underlying set is e(X). By Remark (i) above, Hom(A*, I) = hom((A*, I), V, 9') where 9' is the collection of all equicontinuous subsets of hom(A*, I) and (T is the Y-final modification of the uniformity of uniform convergence. Thus, Hom(A*, I) is metrizable by the following metric d^ on hom(A*, I):
To prove that e is an isomorphism, it suffices to verify the following: 
dG(S, T)<6 implies le(x)(S)-e(x)(T)I<&
forxe M.
In particular, for S = & T = X we get
Then M E J& because ti is a-closed. Ad.
(ii) Since (Y is d-final, it suffices to prove that for each PE & the uniformity a/P is initial for {P 5 (e(P), u/e(P))}. By ( ) i we know that e(P) is an equicontinuous set, hence, o/e(P)
is the uniformity of uniform convergence on e(P). Thus, a/P is metrizable by d and a/e(P) is metrizable by 2. Since, for arbitrary x, y E X,
clearly a/P is initial. For each pseudometric a E (Y denote by -,, the equivalence on X defined by x--,y iff a(x,y)=O; letf,:X+X/-_. be the canonical map and let pa be the uniformity on Xl-,, defined by the metric E(x, y) = a(f,'(x),f;;'(y)). Further, let %'a be the following bornology on Xl-,:
2.4.
Then the bornology B5,, obtained from %'a by adding all M such that for each E > 0 there exists 2 E B3, with a(x, 2) < E for all x E M, is obviously /3,-closed and so it is pa-closed where p0 is the a3,-final modification of /Ia. Put B, = (Xl-,, pa, g,). Then A is initial for the source 1X L+ &I),,,.
Indeed, P E ti implies fO( P) E gO. Conversely, if fa( P) E g3, for each a E a, then PE L&! (because P has the property (*) of 2.1). The uniformity (Y is clearly initial (in Unif) for the source
Since, moreover, cy is d-final and, for each P E &, the uniformities Pa and /?0 coincide on fO( P), it is clear that (Y is also initial for the source
3. Bornological metrically generated spaces 3.1. We are going to describe the CCT hull of the category Met of metric spaces and uniformly continuous maps. Actually, we consider two metric spaces identical if they induce the same uniformity, thus, Met is, more precisely, the category of metrizable uniform spaces. (Otherwise, we would lose transportability, see 1.1.) The coreflective hull of Met in Unif is the category Metg of metrically generated uniform spaces. These are quotients (in Unif) of sums of metric spaces. We are going to prove that Met and Metg have the same CCT hull. The advantage of Metg is that it is a top-category.
Definition.
A bornological metrically generated space is a triple (X, (Y, a) consisting of a metrically generated uniform space (X, (.y) and a bornology &' on X such that (i) cr is &-final (in Metg); (ii) & is strongly a-closed, i.e., LY contains each set M s X with the following property:
for each pseudometric a in (Y, each e > 0 and each (*) infinite set M, G M there exists a bounded set G, E i72 such that for infinitely many points x E MI we have a(x, k,) < F.
Notation.
We denote by BMet the category of bornological metrically generated spaces. Its morphisms are uniformly continuous maps preserving bounded sets. Metg and Met are considered as subcategories of BMet via the trivial bornology (in which each set is bounded). (Y', a) , where LY' is the final uniformity of the sink of inclusion maps {P + X; P E a}, where P is equipped with the Metg-coreflection of the subspace uniformity. Further, 9 is closed in BUnif under finite products; this follows from the description of finite products in BUnif (see 2.2) and from the fact that the Metg is closed in Unif under finite products [lo] . It follows that .Z is a CCT category, and initial objects and horn-objects in 3~' are Z-coreflections of those in BUnif, see [ 121. Met is finally dense in 3: each object (X, (Y, ti) in 3 is a final object of the sink {(P, ffllC exp P) in WP~.~ of inclusion maps, where a[P means the Metg-coreflection of the subspace uniformity on P. Each (P, a/P, exp P) is a final object of a sink f, {(Xi, %, exp xi) -
PI ,cIul(P,~,ex~P)~PPJ
where S is the (metrizable!) discrete uniformity and is a sink in Metg whose final object in Metg is (P, a/P).
Using Proposition 1.6, we shall prove the theorem by verifying that an object A of 3 is in BMet iff A is an initial object (in 3) for some source of horn-objects of metric spaces. 1) First, for each bornological metrically generated space A = (X, a, d) we shall exhibit a source of horn-objects of metric spaces, the initial object of which is A. To this end, we use the fact that Met is initially dense in Unif; thus, there exists a source of metric spaces H, such that (X, a) is its initial object in Unif and, consequently, in Metg. We are going to enlarge this source to "catch" the bornology &. ConsiderI= 
.)).
Then f is uniformly continuous, in fact, for each set R E sd the collection {fx; x E R} is equicontinuous.
All this depends on the non-empty set M E exp X -&; define a Thus, given s>O, any k>l/S has the property that 11/k-l/(k+I)1<6 yet, the values of PR(mk)<pR(R) at l/k and l/(k+l) have distance 1.
2) Conversely, let A be an initial object of a source of horn-objects of metric spaces. To prove that A'is in BMet, it suffices to show that BMet is closed under initial objects in 5' and contains all horn-objects of metric spaces. (a) Initial objects. Let (X, a, &) be the initial object (in 2) of a source of bornological metrically generated spaces. We shall prove that & is strongly a-closed.
Let M c X have the property (*) of 3.2. To prove that ME ~4, it suffices to verify that, for each i E I, alsof;( M) has the property (*) with respect to ( Yi, pi, 9,).
Let So we have to prove that any set ME hom(A, B) satisfying (*) of 3.2 is equicontinuous; that is, for each E > 0, we are to exhibit 6 > 0 such that a(x, x') < 6 implies b(f(x),f(x')) < E for allfE M. Assume that, to the contrary, for each 6 = l/n (n = 1,2,3.. .) there exist x,, X:E X and fn E M such that a(x, x')< l/n, yet, b(fn(xn),fn(xL)) 2 6. Then M'= {fi.fi,_&, . . .} is an infinite set (indeed, each _& is uniformly continuous, hence, fn =fk cannot hold for infinitely many k's). We can assume b G 1 and then we denote by d the usual metric inducing the uniformity of uniform convergence, And any full, concrete and finally dense embedding of a top-category is easily seen to preserve finite products (in fact: all initial objects). Thus, AYC is a CCT extension of YC This concludes the proof. If Yt has, in addition, productive finite coproducts, then the full subcategory of A*X consisting of all (X, (Y, a) for which & is a bornology is a CCT extension, too.
